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laboratory observations of fertilization and field observations of water flow conditions. Because of inherent
problems with both approaches, a combination of methodologies would provide the best understanding of the
processes involved in field fertilization success and the
most powerful predictive abilities. Problems with in situ
measures of fertilization include experimental artifacts
that may influence estimates of fertilization (Pennington,
1985; Yund, 1990; Levitan, 199 1; and Levitan et al., in
press) and the serendipitous nature of being able to collect
relevant data during rare spawning events (Petersen, in
press, Petersen et al., in press). Problems with the construction of fertilization models include gathering accurate
estimates of water flow and turbulence during periods of
spawning (for a model of fertilization in wave-swept shores
see Denny and Shibata, 1989) and knowledge of how gametes interact under various encounter frequencies and
durations. Here we investigate, in the laboratory, the interaction of gamete concentration, age, and contact time
in light of measures of sperm swimming velocity and egg
size, and theoretical predictions of fertilization kinetics.
This is by no means the first attempt to describe fertilization success in the laboratory. There is a rich history
of research on fertilization kinetics aimed at describing
how the number of gametes, age of gametes, and other
factors influence fertilization (e.g., Lillie, 19 15; Rothschild
and Swann, 195 1; Hultin and Hagstrom, 1956; Brown
and Knouse, 1973; Vogel et al., 1982; Pennington, 1985).
These previous studies have documented that (1) fertilization is sensitive to sperm concentration and sperm age
(references above), (2) fertilization is insensitive to egg
concentration (Lillie, 19 15) (3) fertilization is sensitive
to the time of eggs spend in a sperm solution (Rothschild
and Swann, 195 1) and (4) fertilization kinetics should be

Determining
fertilization
success of free
spawning organisms in the field requires knowledge of
how eggs and sperm interact under varying encounter frequencies and durations. In the laboratory, we investigated
the relative influence of sperm concentration, egg concentration, sperm-egg contact time, and sperm age on fertilization in the sea urchin Strongylocentrotus franciscanus. Our results indicated that sperm concentration,
sperm-egg contact time, sperm age, and individual variability were sequentially the most important factors influencing fertilization success. Egg concentration was not
significant over the range tested. A theoretical model of
fertilization (Vogel-Czihak-Chang-Wolf
model) was used
to estimate the two rate constants of fertilization kinetics:
the rate constant of sperm-egg encounter and rate constant
of fertilization. This model explained 9 1% of the variation
in fertilization success, provided estimates of the rate constants involved in fertilization, and indicated the proportion (3%) of sperm-egg contacts that result in fertilization.
Estimates of sperm swimming velocity and egg diameter
were used to independently calculate the rate of spermegg encounter and confirm the predictions of the model.
This model also predicts the non-significant effect of egg
concentration on fertilization success found empirically.

Abstract.

Introduction

At least two approaches can be used to resolve questions
concerning the fertilization success of free spawning organisms. The first is to collect field data during spawning
events, and the second is to construct models based on
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a function of gamete concentration,
sperm age, sperm
velocity, and egg size (however, the dependence of fertilization on egg size and sperm velocity was predicted and
not tested empirically-Vogel
et al., 1982). These conclusions are crucial to our understanding of in situ fertilization (e.g., Denny, 1988; Denny and Shibata, 1989).
However, no study to date has addressed these factors
simultaneously
under the range of values normally encountered in nature, or has used estimates of sperm velocity and egg size to predict rates of fertilization.
In this study we first address four parameters of gamete
kinetics and their interaction: sperm concentration, sperm
age, sperm-egg contact time (the time an egg spends at a
particular sperm concentration),
and egg concentration.
Second, we use a fertilization kinetics mode1 (Vogel et
al., 1982-see below) to predict the rate constants of fertilization and sperm-egg encounter frequency. Third, we
test the model’s predictions of these rate constants against
empirical measures of egg size and sperm velocity. Finally,
we use the fertilization kinetics mode1 to evaluate the relative sensitivity of fertilization to sperm and egg concentrations normally encountered in nature. This knowledge
about the kinetics of fertilization will enhance the accuracy
of future theoretical models, and provide insight into the
interpretation of empirical field data.

The Vogel-Czihak-Chang-

Wolf model

Vogel et al. ( 1982) proposed a fertilization kinetics
mode1that predicts fertilization based on sperm and egg
concentration, the half-life of sperm ‘T’ and two rate constants PO(of sperm-egg contact, based on egg cross-sectional area and sperm swimming velocity) and /3 (of fertilization, based on sperm-egg contact and the fertilizability of the egg). This mode1assumesthat sperm attach
to the first egg they contact regardlessof whether fertilization takes place.
The Vogel-Czihak-Chang-Wolf (VCCW) mode1is described by the following equation (Vogel et al., 1982; p.
203):

P&l

Where:

Cpoo= 1 - exp - mono(1 - emBoEor)
i
1
So = Sperm concentration (#/pl)

(1)

E0 = Egg concentration (#/PI)
The ratio of p/p,, is either the fertilizable area of the
egg,the proportion of sperm able to fertilize an egg(Vogel
et al., 1982) or the number of sperm contacts needed to
allow for the penetration of a single spermatozoan. Vogel
et al. (1982) suggestthe first explanation, although these
alternate hypotheses have not been directly tested.
Vogel et al. (1982) estimated p and POfor the urchin
Paracentrotus lividus. They observed ‘7’ to be 1500 s (they

ET /lL.

did not account for changesin ‘7’ as sperm concentration
varied-see results) and using a nonlinear model determined the best fit of /3 and POto be 3.8 X 10e6and 3.3
X 10m4mm3/s, respectively. Vogel et al. suggestthat because /?/POis approximately 0.0 1, only 1% of the egg surface is fertilizable. This value is critical to the low fertilization predicted by Denny and Shibata (1989) in their
mode1 of fertilization successon wave swept shores.
Materials and Methods

General
Experiments were conducted between 27 February and
8 May 1990 at the Barnfield Marine Station on the west
coast of Vancouver Island, British Columbia, Canada. All
urchins were gathered from the mouth of Bamfield Inlet
(48” 50’ 30” N, 125” 08’ W), at a depth of 9 m, from rock
and cobble substrata. Animals were maintained in flowing
seawater tables at 12°C prior to experiments. Gametes
were collected by inducing urchins to spawn with a 5 ml
injection of0.55 MKCl. Sperm were obtained by inverting
male urchins over a glassfinger bowl. Sperm were kept
“dry” and cool at 12°C until needed for experiments.
Eggs were obtained by inverting female urchins over a
large glassfinger bowl filled with 1 pm filtered seawater.
Eggsand all experiments were maintained at 12°C in a
running seawater table.
Sperm concentration in each experiment was determined by fixing 5 ml of a lo2 dilution of dry sperm with
five drops of 100%formalin. At this dilution, sperm counts
were made using a hemocytometer (8 replicate counts of
2.5 X lo-’ ml sub-samples). Eggs were collected with a
10 ml pipette and then diluted until there were between
6000 and 6500 eggsper ml in the stock egg suspension.
For all experimental treatments, three replicates were
conducted. In all but the preliminary sperm dilution experiment, each replicate useda different male and female.
In the preliminary study, the replicates were from the same
male and female. In all but the sperm-egg contact time
experiments, eggsand sperm were placed into small vials,
swirled for 15 s and the degree of fertilization assessed
after 3 h. The percentage of eggsfertilized was estimated,
using a compound microscope, by the presenceof a fertilization membrane or later cleavage stagesin 100 undamaged eggsrandomly sampled from each experimental
treatment.
For statistical analysis, an arcsine transformation was
performed on all percent fertilization data. An analysis
of covariance was used for differences in the percentage
of eggsfertilized in the sperm age, sperm-eggcontact time,
and eggconcentration experiments. Sperm concentration
(log transformed) was the covariate. These initial experiments establish the range of responsesused in the multifactorial experiment and most importantly provide data
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for the fertilization kinetics model. In the multifactorial
experiment, we used a step-wise regression to analyze the
contribution of each factor in explaining variation in fertilization success and an analysis of covariance to analyze
the variation among urchins in gamete quality.

Sperm dilution

experiment

To determine the range of sperm concentration
over
which fertilization success declines from 100 to O%, we
conducted a preliminary dilution experiment. A 1 ml aliquot of a diluted egg suspension (6000 to 6500 eggs per
ml) was placed in a small vial with 8 ml of filtered seawater.
Fresh “dry” sperm were diluted in a series of 10, lo-fold
dilutions. A 1 ml aliquot from one of these sperm suspensions was then placed into the vial, to bring the final
volumes to 10 ml (10 dilutions X 3 replicates = 30 vials).

Sperm age experiment
We assessed the influence of sperm age on fertilization
using six levels of age (0, 10, 20, 40, 80, and 160 min)
over six levels of dilution ( 102, 104, 105, 10h, 106.5, and
10’). The range of dilutions was determined from the results of the previous experiment. A 1 ml aliquot of a dilute
sperm suspension was placed in a vial with 8 ml of filtered
seawater. A 1 ml aliquot of a dilute egg suspension was
added to the vial at the appropriate time: at 0, 10, 20,40,
80, and 160 min after the sperm were diluted (6 dilutions
X 6 times X 3 replicates = 108 vials). Although both sperm
and eggs were aged in this experiment, previous research
(e.g., Pennington, 1985) has shown that sperm are much
more sensitive than eggs to age effects. Nevertheless, assuming synchronous spawning, sperm and eggs would age
simultaneously in the field.

Sperm-egg contact time experiment
The influence of the duration of sperm contact on fertilization success was assessed by manipulating the time
eggs were in contact with a diluted suspension of sperm.
A 1 ml aliquot of a dilute egg suspension was pipetted
into a plastic cylinder (66 mm in diameter and 30 mm
deep with 35 p mesh Nitex covering the base). The cylinder
was then placed in a petri dish filled with filtered seawater.
Sperm were diluted into six concentrations
(dilutions of:
1O’, 1O”, 104, 104.‘, 105, and 106) each to a volume of 200
ml. The egg-filled cylinder was placed in a clean petri dish
and then 40 ml of sperm (from one of the dilutions) were
discharged from a syringe into the cylinder. The sperm
remained in contact with the eggs for one of four time
periods (0.5, 2, 8, and 32 min). The container was then
rinsed with filtered seawater to remove excess sperm, and
placed back into the petri dishes filled with filtered seawater (6 dilutions x 4 contact times X 3 replicates = 72
containers).
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Egg concentration

experiment

This experiment investigated how egg concentration
influences fertilization over a range of sperm dilutions.
We placed either a 1, 2, 4, or 8 ml aliquot of a dilute egg
suspension (6000 to 6500 eggs per ml) into a vial and then
added a 1 ml aliquot of a dilute sperm suspension (dilutions of either 103, 105, or 10’) and filtered seawater to a
final volume of 10 ml (3 sperm dilutions X 4 egg dilutions
X 3 replicates = 36 vials).

Sperm-egg contact time, sperm age, and sperm dilution
experiment
In this experiment, three factors were varied simultaneously. Egg concentration was not manipulated because
it was not significant over the range tested (see results).
This experiment had four levels of sperm age (5, 15, 25,
and 35 min), four levels of sperm-egg contact time (7, 15,
30, and 60 s), and five dilutions (lo*, lo’, 104, 105, and
106). The experimental
protocol was identical to the
sperm-egg contact time experiment, with the exception
of the 7 s contact time trials. In these trials, the containers
did not sit in the sperm solution since the time needed to
discharge the 40 ml of sperm solution was 7 s (4 sperm
ages X 4 contact times X 5 dilutions X 3 replicates = 240
containers).

Sperm velocity
We estimated sperm swimming velocity by analyzing
slow motion videotapes of sperm at a concentration
of
1.50 X lO’/ml. Sperm were diluted and immediately
placed in a depression slide on a cooled stage of a compound microscope and video taped at 400X. The video
recorded time with an internal stop-watch. Sperm swimming was analyzed by tracing individual spermatozoa on
acetate sheets attached to a video monitor. Distances were
measured with a graphics tablet and velocities calculated
by dividing distance moved by the elapsed time.
Results

Sperm dilution

experiment

High percent fertilization was noted at the 1O2 dilution
(4.7 X 10’ sperm/ml) and showed a slight decline until
the lo6 (4.7 X 10’ sperm/ml) dilution when fertilization
decreased to 18% (Fig. 1). No fertilization was observed
beyond the lo8 dilution (47 sperm/ml).
For this, and in all other experiments, sperm in the lo2
dilution were still actively swimming after 3 h and development was generally halted with a raised fertilization
membrane. The halted development at this high sperm
concentration was probably due to polyspermy. At other
dilutions, sperm movement was not detected after 3 h,
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Figure I. Fertilization
as a function of sperm concentration
(#/ml)
in Stron~ylocmtrotus,~anciscanus.
Percent data were arcsine transformed,
the mean and 95% Cl are plotted after back transformation
(n = 3).
Sperm concentration
estimated from hemocytometer
counts at the IO*
dilution (4.7 X 10’ sperm/ml).

and development seemed to be progressing normally (e.g.,
developmental times consistent with Strathmann, 1987).
Sperm age experiment
The results indicated a highly significant effect of sperm
age and sperm concentration on fertilization
success
(ANCOVA, P < 0.0001 for both the covariate of sperm
concentration and the main effect of sperm age). Figure
2 is a three-dimensional contour plot of fertilization as a
function of sperm age and sperm dilution. Sperm age had
little influence on fertilization at the highest sperm concentrations. In fact, sperm at the lo2 (9.85 X lo7 sperm/
ml) dilution were still active after 7 h. A IO-fold dilution
of this aged (7 h) concentration resulted in nearly 100%
fertilization. Sperm age had the most influence on fertilization at the lo5 dilution (9.85 X lo7 sperm/ml). At
greater sperm dilutions, the influence of sperm age lessened due to an overall decrease in fertilization.

Figure 2. Fertilization
as a function of sperm age and sperm dilution
in Strongylocenfrotus
jranciscanus.
Mean percent fertilization
plotted,
error bars were omitted for clarity. Because sperm concentration
varied
slightly between replicates, sperm dilution
was plotted for clarity.

sperm dilutions, the influence of sperm contact time on
fertilization decreased slightly.
Sperm-egg contact time influences fertilization most
between the 0.5 and 2 min interval. This result suggests
that sperm-egg contact time may be important at even
finer time intervals. Thus, in the multi-factorial
experiment we chose intervals of 7, 15, 30, and 60 s.
Egg concentration
The results indicated no significant effect of egg concentration, but a highly significant effect of sperm con-

Sperm-egg contact time
The results indicated a highly significant effect of spermegg contact time and sperm concentration on fertilization
success (ANCOVA, P < 0.0001 for both covariate of
sperm concentration and the main effect of sperm-egg
contact time). Figure 3 is a three-dimensional
contour
plot of fertilization as a function of sperm-egg contact
time and sperm dilution. Sperm-egg contact time had the
greatest influence on fertilization at the intermediate dilution of 104.5(3.83 X lo5 sperm/ml). At lesser or greater

0
3

Figure 3. Fertilization
as a function
of sperm-egg contact time and
sperm dilution
in Strongy/ocenfrofus.fianciscanus.
Mean percent fertilization plotted, error bars were omitted for clarity. Because sperm concentration
varied slightly between replicates, sperm dilution was plotted
for clarity.
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centration on fertilization success (ANCOVA, P < 0.000 1
for covariate of sperm concentration and P > 0.25 for
main effect of egg concentration). Figure 4 is a three-dimensional contour plot of fertilization as a function of
egg concentration and sperm dilution.
Sperm-egg contact time, sperm age, sperm dilution

40 -

A forward step-wise regression analysis tested percent
fertilization (arcsine transformed) with the following variables: sperm-egg contact time, sperm age, and sperm concentration (log transformed). All variables were highly
significant (P < 0.0001) with sperm dilution (Fig. SA),
sperm-egg contact time (Fig. 5B) and sperm age (Fig. 5C)
explaining cumulatively
6 1.8, 67.6, and 70.1% of the
variation. The regression generated from these results is:
F = S(0.262) + T(0.006) + A(-0.007)
Where:

20 -

0.
10’
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DILUTION

lo3

lo2

I
10’

- 0.846

F = Percent fertilization (arcsine transformed)
S = Sperm concentration (sperm/ml, log transformed)
T = Sperm-egg contact time (s)
A = Sperm age (min)
With ca. 6250 eggs

The remaining 30% of the variation can be attributed
to three factors; within and between individual variation
in gamete quality, and using linear or log transformed
approximations for the relationships described above. The
first two factors were addressed with an analysis of covariance used to compare the percentage of eggs fertilized
(arcsine transformed), with gamete variability (individual
male and female used for a series of experiments) as the
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centrotus.franciscanus.

Figure 4. Fertilization
as a function
of mls of eggs (cu. 6000-6500
eggs/ml) in 10 ml volume and sperm dilution
in Sfrongy/ucenfrotus,franciscanus.
Mean percent fertilization
plotted, error bars were omitted for
clarity. Because sperm concentration
varied slightly between replicates,
sperm dilution was plotted for clarity.

1

30-40

experiment;
Sfrongylotransformed,
the mean
(3 replicates, 5 dilutions,
A) Sperm dilution,
B)

main effect and sperm concentration (sperm/ml, log
transformed), sperm-egg contact time (s) and sperm age
(min) as covariates. All factors were significant; there were
differences in the level of fertilization between gametes
from individual urchins (P < 0.000 1 for all covariates and
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Figure 6. Sperm half-life (‘7’; log transformed) as a function of sperm
concentration (log transformed) in Strongylocentrotus
franciscanus.
Each
datum represents the sperm age when fertilization dropped to 50% of
initial fertilization when sperm was freshly diluted. Triangle symbols
represent sperm age trials where fertilization never dropped to 50% of
initial fertilization. These noints were calculated beyond the range of the
experiment and were not mcluded in the regression equation (Log sperm
half-life (s) = [Log sperm concentration (#/Al) X 0.3911 + 2.818, R2
= 0.51, n = 12).

the main effect). The remaining problem of assuming linear or log-linear relations between the variables has been
addressed theoretically by Vogel et al. (1982).
The Vogel-Czihak-Chang- Wolf model
We fitted a subset of our data, using only manipulations
with fresh gametes (n = 199), to the VCCW model using
their equation “ 14” (Vogel et al., 1982; p. 203) which
substitutes ‘t’ (the sperm-egg contact time) with ‘7’ (the
sperm half-life). However, when ‘t’ exceeded ‘T’, we used
the latter value, because higher values of ‘t’ would overestimate the vitality of the sperm.
We calculated values of ‘7’ by fitting the results of the
sperm-age experiment at each dilution separately to an
exponential regression equation. For each equation, the
half-life was calculated from the predicted time when fertilization was half the initial value at time “0.” These halflife values were then plotted as a function of sperm concentration (log transformed, Fig. 6) and a linear regression
was performed to predict ‘T’ values for the range of sperm
concentrations used in the analysis.
To test the VCCW model we iterated the Marquardt
method (the Gauss and Dud methods gave similar results)
of non-linear regression (SAS statistical program) to find
the best fitted values of 0 and &, for our values of sperm
concentration (#/pl), egg concentration (#/pl), ‘t’ or ‘7’
(s), and the observed fertilization ratio.
The model of Vogel et al. (1982) appears to be quite
robust as it explained 9 1% of the variation in fertilization
in Strongylocentrotus franciscanus (in spite of the unexplained individual variation in gamete quality). The rate
constant of fertilization (p) was estimated to be 6.044

ET AL.

X lop5 mm3/s (SE = 1.072 X 10-5) and the rate constant
of sperm-egg encounter (PO) was estimated to be 1.761
X 10m3mm3/s (SE = 6.97 1 X 10P4). Both these estimates
are one order of magnitude larger than estimated for
Paracentrotus lividus by Vogel et al. (1982). The ratio of
p/p0 is calculated to be 0.0343. This ratio is about three
times higher than the ratio estimated by Vogel et al. (1982)
and used by Denny and Shibata (1989) to predict fertilization in the field. Use of this ratio would therefore increase Denny and Shibata’s predictions of in situ fertilization by a factor of three (from approximately 1 to 3%
in highly turbulent water).
An independent estimate of &, can be made from the
following equation (Vogel et al., 1982; p. 208):
po = u x CT0
Where:

(2)

u = Mean spermatozoan velocity (mm/s)
co = Egg cross-sectional area (mm2)

We analyzed a total of 116 spermatozoa from 4 urchins
(Fig. 7). There were significant differences in swimming
velocity between individual urchins (ANOVA, P < 0.0 1).
These differences and perhaps similar differences in egg
quality are possible reasons for individual variance in fertilization success. The mean sperm velocity was 0.149
mm/s (SE = 0.0113). Using this estimate of swimming
velocity and egg cross-sectional area of 0.0143 14 mm2
(egg diameter 0.135 mm; pers. obs., Strathmann, 1987),
POwas calculated to be 2.13 X lop3 (SE = 1.6 1 X 10w3).
There was no significant difference between this estimate
of POand our estimate from the VCCW model (Student’s
‘t’ = 0.075, P > 0.9).
Vogel et al. (1982) did not measure sperm swimming
directly, they estimated velocity (ZJ)by solving equation
(2) using their estimates of POand egg diameter. Their
estimate for Paracentrotus lividus was 0.040 mm/s. Gray
(1955) measured sperm swimming velocity directly for
Psammechinus miliaris and found rates of 0.190 mm/s.
Gray also reviews studies of several other echinoid species
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and reports rates of between 0.120 and 0.190 mm/s ( 1955
and references within). Because we found significant differences between individuals, it should not be surprising
to find differences between species.
Sensitivity of egg concentration to fertilization
Because fertilization is a result of sperm-egg encounters,
it seems intuitive that egg concentration should be important to fertilization success, yet our empirical results
suggest otherwise. To evaluate the sensitivity of fertilization success to egg concentration, we again iterated the
Marquardt method of non-linear regression to find the
best fitted values of /3 and PO. This time we chose a subset
of our data using only experiments with fresh gametes
and constant egg concentrations (n = 40) to predict what
fertilization should be in our egg concentration experiment. The empirical data indicated that the greatest effect
of changes in egg concentration was a non-significant decrease of 4.9% between the lowest and highest egg concentration at the lowest sperm concentration. The VCCW
model, using the subset of the data, predicted a decrease
of only 6.3% over the same range of gamete concentration.
There was no significant difference between the observed
and predicted values (Student’s ‘t’ = 0.492, P > 0.5). Figure 8 is a three-dimensional contour graph of fertilization
as a function of both sperm and egg concentration, using
the original data set (n = 199) in the VCCW model.
Clearly, it predicts the insensitivity of the fertilization
process to egg concentration. Only when the concentration
was over 100 eggs per ~1 was there a slight impact on
fertilization. Because eggs of S. franciscanus are extruded
at a concentration of 325/yl (range 169-499/~1, n = 5
urchins, subsample counts), and rapidly diluted in seawater, egg concentration would only be important to fertilization success within the first few seconds of release.
General discussion
Sperm concentration had the greatest effect on fertilization followed by sperm-egg contact time and sperm
age. We found no significant effect of egg concentration
on fertilization. Part of the reason for the order of importance was associated with the relative range of each
factor examined (but, see above for egg concentration).
Sperm concentration was varied over lOO,OOO-fold, contact time was varied 64-fold in the first and g-fold in the
multi-factorial experiment, and sperm age was varied 160fold in the first and 4-fold in the multifactorial experiment.
Ranges were chosen based on results from the single factor
results and our estimates on the probable interactions in
the field (see below).
Sperm dilutes rapidly within a few meters from a sperm
source (modelled by Denny, 1988; Denny and Shibata,
1989; empirical evidence by Pennington, 1985; Yund,

Figure 8. Predicted fertilization
as estimated by the VCCW model
for a range of sperm and egg concentrations.
Sperm are extruded
from
the gonopore
at a concentration
of approximately
8.60 X 106/pl. Eggs
are extruded
at a concentration
of approximately
3.25 X lO*/~I.

1990; Levitan, 199 1). Such a decline in sperm concentration has been shown to cause a profound decrease in
fertilization success. Thus, only factors that change before
sperm become too dilute to fertilize eggs are of relevance
to estimates of fertilization success.
Factors influencing fertilization on the same time scale
as sperm dilution are egg concentration and gamete contact time. An additional factor not examined is shear
forces on gametes which might further decrease the chance
of fertilization in turbulent water (Denny and Shibata,
1989; Denny, pers. comm.). Egg concentration did not
significantly affect fertilization success within small containers that would enhance sperm competition.
Lillie
( 19 15) also found no significant effect of egg concentration
on fertilization with Arbacia. The VCCW model confirms
these empirical observations.
Sperm-egg contact time did have a significant effect on
fertilization success, particularly within the small time intervals most likely to be important in the field (less than
a minute). Rothschild and Swann ( 195 1) came to a similar
conclusion with Psammechinus miliaris. Hence it seems
evident that in the future, this factor should be incorporated into fertilization models. As sperm and egg plumes
expand into the water column, the rate of dilution influences both the concentration of sperm and eggs and the
time spent at a particular concentration.
The finding that the lifespan of a spermatozoan is related to concentration has been termed the respiratory
dilution effect (Chia and Bickell, 1983). The rate of spermatozoan oxygen consumption increases with dilution;
the total amount of oxygen consumed by a spermatozoan
over its lifetime, however, is independent of dilution.
Thus, a spermatozoan in a concentrated medium can
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maintain a longer lifespan at a lower metabolic level compared to a spermatozoan in a dilute medium. This dilution
effect has been attributed to carbon dioxide levels, pH,
and possibly levels of cyclic AMP (Chia and Bickell, 1983).
In most cases, sperm longevity would not play a major
role in fertilization (Pennington, 1985). However, the increased lifespan of concentrated sperm may be important
when gametes are released in low flow conditions (e.g.,
tide pools). In nature, released gametes have been observed
to disperse into the water column (Pearse et al., 1988;
Levitan, 1988; pers. obs. MAS, DRL) as well as pooling
around the gonopores (Pearse et al., 1988; pers. obs. MAS,
DRL). In addition, released sperm can stick together in
strings or thin wisps as they travel downstream (pers. obs.
MAS, DRL). The increased longevity of released but concentrated sperm might increase the likelihood of fertilization when spawning is not completely synchronous or
if the distance between spawning individuals is great.
The above experiments provide information on fertilization kinetics in the laboratory. Estimating fertilization
success in the field requires information
at the gamete,
individual, population, and environmental levels. Gamete
level factors can best be studied in the laboratory. Knowledge of gamete kinetics along with estimates of flow conditions in the field allow for the construction
of in situ
fertilization models (e.g., Denny and Shibata, 1989). These
models can then be compared to field estimates of fertilization success (e.g., Pennington,
1985; Yund, 1990;
Grosberg, 199 1; Levitan, 199 1; Levitan et al., in press).
In addition, observations of natural spawning events are
needed (e.g., Randall et al., 1964; Pennington, 1985; Giese
and Kanatani, 1987; Levitan, 1988; Pearse et al., 1988;
Petersen et al., in press), to determine under what demographic and environmental
conditions organisms release gametes. A combination of these techniques will ultimately provide a robust understanding
of patterns of
fertilization success in nature.
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